
01.20.16

Hello, World.
Zcash project announced

05.17: Alpha Release of libZcash

07.13: First version of Zcash multi-language 
website in Chinese

08.17: First audits initiated

09.09: Zcash beta released, new languages added 
to website

10.06: Trademark: Japan Zcash logo

10.06: Trademark: Russia Zcash word mark

10.07: Trademark: Canada Zcash word mark

10:23: Sprout MPC complete

10.27: Audit results published

01.23: New Release: 1.0.5

02.13: New Release: 1.0.6

02.23: Trademark: Mexico Zcash word mark

03.06: Trademark: State of Texas word mark

03.06: New Release: 1.0.7

03.10: Trademark: EU Zcash word mark, EU       
Zcash logo

11.01: Trademark: Brazil Zcash word mark

11.03: New Release: 1.0.1

11.07: New Release: 1.0.2

11.10: Trademark: State of Colorado, USA 
word mark

11.17: New Release: 1.0.3

11.30: Presented to the Blockchain Alliance

12.15: Trademark: Venezuela Zcash word mark

12.15: New Release: 1.0.4

Zcash launched!
Zcash third-party support at launch consisted of 
five wallets, including Jaxx and Trezor, and ten 
exchanges, including Bitfinex, Bittrex, Kraken, 
Poloniex and Shapeshift.

It was covered in  The Economist and NY Times.

10.28

03.21: Trademark: Mexico Zcash logo

03.27: New Release: 1.0.8

04.12: Trademark: EU Zcash logo

04.13: New Release: 1.0.8-1

05.10: Trademark: Venezuela Zcash logo

05.24: New Release: 1.0.9

06.22: New Release: 1.0.10

06.24: New Release: 1.0.10-1

BLS12-381 announced
BLS12-381 is a new pairing-friendly elliptic curve 
construction from Zcash cryptographer Sean Bowe.  
It is optimal for zk-SNARKs at the 128-bit security 
level. It is now being used as a standard for a dozen 
or so companies that have formed a working group 
in support of its adoption. 

https://github.com/pairingwg/bls_standard

03.11

03.17: Zcash Foundation announced

Zcash profiled on 
Radiolab
The episode introduced Zcash to Radiolab’s 
listenership of 1.8 million people. Even two years 
later, people are still approaching us to remark that 
this episode was their initial introduction to Zcash, 
and in some cases, to cryptocurrencies broadly.

07.14

07.25: Trademark: US Zcash logo

08.16: New Release: 1.0.11

09.08: Trademark: Russia Zcash logo

09.21: Ceremony audit results

09.28: New Release: 1.0.12

03.14: Trademark: Hong Kong word mark, Hong Kong logo

We believe that everyone has a right to privacy, that the pursuit of economic 

freedom is virtuous, and that the future of money is an attack- and censorship-resistant 

digital currency.

Electric Coin Company launched and supports the development of Zcash — 

a privacy-protecting, digital currency built on strong science. Since its launch in 2016,

Zcash has quickly grown to be one of the most valued and admired cryptocurrencies 

in the world.

Here’s a snapshot of our work over the last few years.

03.21: Zcash update on compliance with AML/CFT

Animating Zcash

2017

04.16: Began participating in the 
             Global Digital Forum 
             AML/CFT Working Group

10.17

JP Morgan engagement on 
Quorum

The largest bank in the United States needed to 
ensure privacy on a public blockchain. They hired 
the Zcash Company to deliver that for them.

10.31: Trademark: US Zcash word mark (36)

12.19: Trademark: US Zcash word mark (9)

11.20: New Release: 1.0.13

11.09

Grayscale Zcash Investment 
Trust launched

“Zcash’s development and maintenance is conducted 
by an expert team of security-specialized engineers 
and cryptographers, leveraging Bitcoin’s open-source 
development framework and tested codebase. 
Through a science-driven process, the Zcash Team 
has constructed the first financial network that 
combines complete privacy, via strong encryption, 
with a global blockchain.”

“In addition to building quality technology, the Zcash 
Team has consistently demonstrated an operating 
model of radical transparency with respect to the 
evolving governance, economic, and technical 
aspects of the protocol… In particular, the Zcash 
Team has published a series of straightforward blog 
posts, as they seek to build a global, 
privacy-enhanced financial network. …”

12.18

Zcash profiled in Fortune

“Despite the record-breaking values of Bitcoin and 
its ilk, most digital currencies have failings that 
make them problematic as a mainstream medium 
of exchange. For instance, the transactions are 
essentially public and easy to track, offering you, 
the consumer, less privacy than your credit card. 
Zcash aims to change that.”

08.06: Trademark: Argentina word mark

08.09: Zcash Perspectives series launches

08.14: Sapling MPC complete

08.14: Trademark: Brazil Zcash logo

08.16: Zcash 2.0.0 released

09:03: Speaking: World Blockchain Forum

09:05: Speaking: Berlin Blockchain Week

09:14: Speaking: Cumberland Top 100 
Influencers Summit

09.11: Joined the Blockchain Association    
as an inaugural member

10.03: Speaking: Crypto Springs

10.05: Speaking: SF Blockchain Week

10.13: Speaking: CU Blockchain Summit

10.15: Speaking: DCG Summit

10.15: New Release: 2.0.1

10.23: Speaking: Multicoin Summit

03.26: Speaking: Bay Area Zcash Users

03.27: Meetings with MAS

03.27: New Release: 2.0.4

03:28: Speaking: Zcash Singapore Meetup

03.29: Speaking: RustLATAM

04.09: Trademark: South Korea Zcash logo

04.09: Trademark: South Korea Zcash work mark

04:10: Speaking: zkProof Workshop

02.17: Trademark: Singapore Zcash logo

04.16: Speaking: Paris Blockchain Week

04.22: Speaking: Jalisco Talent Land

04.27: Exodus announces support for Zcash

05.01: Speaking: ZK-LDN 0x01

05.01: Speaking: Global Coin Research and Messari

05.06: Participated in FATF’s Private Sector 
 Consultative Forum

05.09: Speaking: Global Coin Research / Messari

05.13: Speaking: Consensus Construct

05.13: Speaking: Consensus

12.04: New Release: 2.0.2

12.05: Speaking: LaBitConf

12.14: Trademark: Japan Zcash word mark

07.14: Coinbase announces exploration of Zcash support

Circle adds Zcash 
support
Circle announced its support for Zcash in Circle 
Invest. Zcash joined Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash,
Ethereum, Ethereum Classic and Litecoin.

05.01

First Zcash network 
upgrade Overwinter 
activates
Overwinter marked the first Zcash implementation 
of a two-tiered governance model for protocol 
upgrades: opt-in + advocacy and education.

06.26

Zcash Company
invests in Starkware
Zcash Company invested in StarkWare Industries, a 
new company developing STARKs. STARKs are 
a new cryptographic proof system which is 
scalable, toxic-waste-free and post-quantum 
secure. STARKs may prove to be useful for building 
more secure and scalable blockchains, as well as
potentially providing privacy and computational 
integrity to other applications beyond blockchains.

05.10

01.04: New Release: 1.0.14

02.23: Trademark: Argentina Zcash logo 

03.02: New Release: 1.0.15

03.27: Overwinter and Sapling audits initiated 

04.09: AirTM partnership

04.14: New Release: 1.1.0

12.27: Korbit relists Zcash after prior 
delisting of all privacy coins

Gemini adds Zcash 
support with approval 
from the New York 
Department of 
Financial Services 
(NYDFS)
Any listing in New York requires the approval of the 
New York Department of Financial Services,
and they wanted to meet the Zcash Company 
team. Zooko and Jack Gavigan visited with the 
NYDFS over the course of a year. NYDFS gave their 
support, and Gemini became the first licensed 
exchange in the world to offer Zcash trading and 
custody services.

“Zcash picks up where Bitcoin left off,” Tyler 
Winklevoss, CEO of Gemini, said, adding 
“Bitcoin has many strengths, but privacy is not one 
of them.”

“Virtual currency license applicants are subject to a 
rigorous review of anti-money laundering, 
capitalization, consumer protection and cyber 
security standards.” - NYDFS press release on 
Gemini’s approval to list Zcash

Zcash Company
invests in Agoric
Founded by pioneers in the world of secure 
development and distributed systems, Agoric will
provide an open, standards-based object-capability 
(OCAP) programming layer aligned to ECMAScript 
(JavaScript) standards. This will allow the world’s 
estimated 20 million JavaScript developers to build 
highly secure, decentralized and robust applications 
(DApps) against a number of blockchains.

05.21

05.14

Washington Post 
coverage of teacher’s 
effort to educate kids 
about crypto using 
Zcash 
“Acevedo wants his students to learn about saving, 
investing and crypto, so he started small,
giving his students $5 worth of Zcash. ... Acevedo 
wants them to learn more than just buying
and selling cryptocurrency as if it were gold or a 
stock. He wants them to learn how to build
apps on the blockchain, the technology 
underpinning cryptocurrencies, much as a previous
generation learned to make apps for the Internet.”

07.13

05.30: New Release: 1.1.1

07.02: New Release: 1.1.2

Overwinter

Bitgo announces 
Zcash support with 
NYDFS approval 
“We are working hard to offer our institutional 
clients the most complete portfolio of digital
currencies,” said Ben Chan, CTO, BitGo. “Zcash is a 
compelling digital currency that many hedge funds, 
exchanges and customers have been asking for 
because of its emphasis on privacy. We are glad to 
deliver a secure multi-signature implementation to 
store Zcash today.”

07.25

GDPR study results 
published
In partnership with the Least Authority, the Zcash 
Company contracted with TechGDPR to analyze the 
use of Zcash within a subscription payment 
system.

The result of the study: Zcash Shielded Addresses 
are GDPR Compliant by Default.

02.01

Kingdom fund
adds Zcash
“Kingdom Trust, the leading qualified custodian 
holding cryptocurrency investments, has
announced it is accepting Zcash (ZEC) and Stellar 
Lumens (XLM) to its list of acceptable
digital currency investments. Other digital assets 
held on the Kingdom Trust platform include
Bitcoin (BTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), Bitcoin Gold 
(BTG), Ethereum (ETH), Ethereum Classic (ETC),
Litecoin (LTC) and Ripple (XRP).

07.15

Zcash Company 
releases a new Zcash 
brand, website, 
content and assets
“We hope that the refreshed brand and website 
reflect our clear and profound mission, inviting 
everyone to join us as we struggle together in this 
grand experiment — to shake financial foundations 
and build a future that honors all people, for all time.”

10.02

Announced: 
Zcash reference 
wallet initiative
The Sapling network upgrade greatly improved the 
performance of creating these shielded
transactions. Prior to this upgrade, shielded 
addresses were too computationally intensive to
run on a mobile device, and could only be accessed 
via a full node client. Now that it is
possible for mobile devices to support shielded 
addresses, we are building and releasing
reference libraries for third-party use to help 
accelerate adoption.

10.31

Sapling activation 
complete
Sapling introduced new shielded addresses with 
significantly improved performance: a time
reduction of 90% for constructing transactions 
and a memory reduction of over 97%.

10.28

Click here for a full list of the massive performance 
improvements with Sapling
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10:30: Speaking: DevCon4

10:31: Speaking: SF Crypto Devs Meetup

11.28: Speaking: FEI Business Breakfast

01.09: Speaking: Real World Crypto

01.30: Speaking: Stanford Blockchain Conference

03.09: Speaking: MIT Bitcoin Expo

03.22: Speaking: RadicalXchange 

04.02: Speaking: Zcash Seoul Meetup

04.04: Speaking: Deconomy

05:18: Speaking: Greek Cryptocurrency Meetup

05.29: Speaking: World Economic Forum invite only policy workshop

05.21: New Release: 2.0.5-2

07.15: New Release: 2.0.6

11.05: Speaking: DC Fintech Week at the  
request of the IMF

11.17: zkp Workshop, King’s College

Zcash Contributes to 
AirDropVenezuela
The goal of AirdropVenezuela is to raise a 
minimum of USD $1,000,000 to help Venezuelans 
suffering from the world’s worst hyperinflation to 
buy food, medicine, and other necessities.

"Our hearts go out to the millions of people 
affected by the economic conditions in Venezuela,” 
commented Zooko Wilcox, Zcash Company CEO 
and Founder. “We believe that cryptocurrencies 
such as Zcash are beneficial for hedging against 
hyperinflation, day-to-day transactions and 
remittances from families abroad. We are proud to 
support AirTM in this effort to educate and 
empower Venezuelans."

11.27

Coinbase announces 
support of Zcash
Coinbase announced support for Zcash, providing 
over 20 million Coinbase customers with
access to Zcash. 

In their press release, Coinbase said that they 
“…will support deposits from both transparent 
and shielded addresses, but only support 
withdrawals to transparent addresses. In the 
future, we’ll explore support for withdrawals to 
shielded addresses in locations where it complies 
with local laws.”

Coinbase also described the distinction between 
Zcash’s transparent and shielded transactions as 
analogous to the distinction between unencrypted 
HTTP and encrypted HTTPS.

11.29

02.08: Speaking: Trust Machine Screening

02.14: New Release: 2.0.3

02.15: Speaking: ETH Denver

02.15: Trademark: Canada Zcash logo

02.15: Coinbase Zcash Earn 
Campaign launches

02.21: Zcash Company announces name 
change to Electric Coin Company

03.12: ECC announces board of directors

03.14: ECC signs agreement with Messari to release 
information for company transparency

03.21: Zcash update on compliance with AML/CFT

04.05:  First reference wallet release

Engagement with 
JVCEA in Japan
In May 2018, the FSA, Japan’s financial regulator, 
pressured exchanges to delist coins with 
privacy-preserving properties. A self-regulating 
organization was formed with the approval
from the FSA and published guidance on the listing 
of coins. Zooko Wilcox and Josh Swihart met with 
the JVCEA to review its guidance, discuss concerns 
and set a path forward for the possible 
reintroduction of Zcash to Japanese exchanges.

04.03

Published: May 14, 2019

H2 2018 Electric Coin Company Income, 
Expenses, Activities and Sustainability

First transparency 
report released
The Electric Coin Company is committed to 
openness and transparency — as we help evolve 
and support the Zcash digital currency, and in 
support of our mission to empower everyone with 
economic freedom and opportunity. To this end, 
our transparency report details company income, 
expenses and use of funds during the second half 
of 2018.

05.14

05.21: Speaking: 16z invite-only regulatory workshop

07.10: Formally joined Global Digital Finance; 
assumed joint chairmanship of the AML/CFT
Working Group

Galaxy begins OTC 
trading of Zcash
Galaxy Digital, a diversified merchant bank founded 
by Mike Novogratz, began Zcash OTC 
(over-the-counter) trading and two-sided liquidity 
solutions. Their support reinforces Zcash as one of 
the premier projects in the cryptocurrency space.

01.10

eToro Zcash Research 
Paper published
“In Zcash, like in virtually all privacy coins except 
Monero, private transactions are actually optional 
and not default. Zcash is the only major privacy 
coin along with Monero that offers cryptographic 
privacy and hides information about the sender, 
receiver and amount transacted. Additionally, 
unlike Monero, Zcash truly breaks the link between 
sender and receiver and does not simply mix the 
transaction with others. In that sense, it can be 
argued that Zcash offers more privacy than 
Monero and especially Dash.”

03.29

Zcash Company
publishes security 
audit results
The Zcash Company engaged five leading industry 
experts to conduct comprehensive security and 
design audits in support of the Overwinter and 
Sapling in line with our approach to comprehensive 
peer reviews. These were the results. While the 
scope primarily pertained to the Overwinter and 
Sapling network upgrades, more general reviews of 
the protocol and code were also conducted.

01.31

ECC Posts / 2018 Security Audit Results in Detail

2018 Security Audit Results in Detail
Benjamin Winston and Paige Peterson | January 31, 2019

Today we are announcing the security audit results from five expert security auditors who we contracted last year. We hired these
experts to conduct comprehensive security and design audits in support of the Overwinter and Sapling releases. The summary and
implication of the results are available here in addition to the result details, our reasoning and response below.

Least Authority, Part 1
Least Authority have published their work.

Issue A: pow leaks in windowed_exp

… and …

Issue B: Exponent leaks via power function

These issues correctly identify cache-snooping attacks that are exploitable by an attacker who is able to run code on the same core.
Zcash is not intended to be safe to side-channel attacks in these scenarios, and this is listed in the security warnings in our repository.

Issue C: Undefined behavior in  crypto/common.h

We raised issue #1249 which was then later closed by PR 3181, which includes a commit that clarifies the pointer size and number of
points in a way that works on all platforms.

Issue D: Undefined behavior in CBaseDataStream::read

We raised issue #3182 which was then later closed by PR 3183 which added explicit checks for a NULL pointer value before the value
gets used.

Issue E: CTxMemPool::check() does nothing when turned on

We raised issue #3134 which was then later closed by PR 3160 which adds an explicit cast as recommended in the issue, and also
adds a test to mempool_tests.cpp to check for regressions in this issue.

Issue F: Transaction expiry reduces safety in reorgs

Since this issue was not listed as a vulnerability, no changes were made in response to this issue.

Coinspect
Coinspect have published their assessment of Overwinter.

The numbering of these issues is a continuation of the work that Coinspect did on Zcash in 2016.

ZEC-012: Transaction Expiry Enables Node Isolation Attack High

This attack describes the sequence of events that could use a combination of transaction expiry and network banning to isolate any
node from the network.

ZEC-013: Transaction Expiry Enables Transaction Flooding at No Cost

We made modifications to our code to fix both these issues in PR 3144.
Placeholder issues #3141 and #3142 were used prior to the above implementation.

NCC Group
NCC have published their work.

Overwinter Issues

NCC-2018-001: Asynchronous Chain Updates Can Lead To Network Bans

This issue is similar to those discovered by Coinspect and remediated there (see Coinspect audit results post). The report includes a
retest of this issue, referring to the fix commit which was included in PR 3148 and fixes both the Coinspect reported issues and this
one to a level we are satisfied with.

NCC-2018-002: Mempool Not Properly Cleared if Connecting or Disconnecting Tips Fails

We decided to temporarily accept this small risk, and it ended up not causing a problem during activation of Overwinter or Sapling. We
have raised issue #3797 to track for future network upgrades.

Sapling Issues

These are ordered to match the report to make the task of correlating the findings in the report with our responses simpler.

NCC-2018-004: Curve BLS12-381 Security Is Less Than 128 Bits

As the issue rightly points out, the existing analysis of this curve puts a practical attack well beyond the foreseeable computing power
available to humanity, although we will monitor the research situation as time progresses.

The research mentioned in the issue was also referenced in our blog post on curve selection.

We are satisfied that use of this curve strikes an appropriate balance between security and performance.

NCC-2018-009: RedDSA / RedJubjub Are Not Strongly Unforgeable With Re-Randomized Keys

This issue correctly identified an error in the construction of the RedDSA signature scheme relative to its claimed security properties.
There are two relevant ways of formalizing unforgeability for signature schemes: “existential unforgeability” (sufficient for most uses)
and “strong unforgeability” (also preventing some forms of malleability). The latter property was claimed but not met in general by the
specified scheme, even though it was met (for a designed reason, not by accident) for its uses in Zcash. This error has been corrected in
version 2018.0-beta-20 and later of the protocol specification, so that the scheme is now conjectured (and provisionally proven,
subject to further review of the proof) to meet the stronger property in general. The relevant change was to move responsibility for
ensuring that the public key is included in the hash function input, from the protocol using RedDSA to the RedDSA scheme itself. This
correction did not require any visible consensus rule change for Zcash, but it makes RedDSA more safely reusable in other protocols.

NCC-2018-010: Bit Ordering Convention Leads To Mismatches And Confusion

We took the point that the bit ordering was confusing and issued PR #72 in sapling-crypto to move the implementation to all little-
endian and made changes to reflect this in the specification, which were logged in the changelog under version 2018.0-beta-15 of the
protocol specification.

NCC-2018-003: Private Key Decoding Has Limited Interoperability

We opened issue #3155 to discuss this but since the issue is not exploitable, no changes have been made to the code in response.

NCC-2018-007: Discrepancies Between Specification and Circuit Implementation

We have harmonized the implementation and protocol by altering the definition in section 5.4.7.2 “Windowed Pederson commitments”
to reflect the order of operations used in the circuit implementation.

NCC-2018-008: Typographical Inconsistencies in Zcash Specification

This finding was addressed in four parts:

1. We have modified the specification to match the order of the two commutative inputs for those definitions to provide clarity in the
specification;

2. We have corrected the definition of Pederson hash chunking in the specification to bring it in line with the implementation;

3. We have corrected the typo, both words now read “RedDSA.RandomizePublic”;

4. We have added the definition used in the implementation.

The changes recommended in this issue were made in version 2018.0-beta-20 of the protocol specification and are listed in the
changelog for that version.

NCC-2018-011: Bias in Random Field Element Generators for Underlying Representation

This issue is listed as not exploitable and no changes have been made in response to this issue.

Least Authority, Part 2
Least Authority have published their work.

Issue A: Spec is inconsistent regarding fOverwintered

This was indeed a typo, as the issue text suggests, which was fixed in a later version. Additionally, we took their general advice to
make consensus rules more clear and provided Sapling- and Overwinter-specific consensus changes in different colors for clarity.

Issue B: Transparent address encoding is compressed

This was a legitimate oversight on our part and the text has been updated in-line with the recommendation from Least Authority.
Section 5.6.1 now reads “of  a  compressed  ECDSA key encoding”.

Kudelski Security
Kudelski Security have published a blog post on the work they did for us. Their official report is available.

PAIRING-001: Unbounded exponent in exponentiation

The concern was that without an upper bound on the 64-bit integers passed into this part of the code, performance might be degraded
to the point of causing a denial-of-service condition. In fact, the calling code ensures that such large numbers are never passed to this
location, and we decided that adding a redundant check would incur an unacceptable performance penalty for no gain. Other users of
this library should be sure to use it safely, too.

PAIRING-002: RNG choice delegated to callers

We deliberately left the choice of random number generators to the caller to improve testability of the code. In Zcash, we’re happy that
the rng we pass to the library is appropriate.

BELLMAN-001: Outdated and unmaintained dependencies

While it’s true that these dependencies are marked as unmaintained, we do not currently believe them to be dangerous. Nevertheless
we’ve added them to our list of dependencies to swap out and will do so at a more appropriate time.

BELLMAN-002: Lossy cast to usize

The use of this variable is defined as being limited to the scope of available memory, and so its use as a length is at least theoretically-
valid; however, code changes were made to prevent an out-of-range value from being lost. Specifically the storage of that value is now
32-bit throughout. In practice this makes no appreciable difference since the elements are each 96 bytes long. Any error handling
resulting from indexes that are too large to be stored in the array should be handled by the caller.

These changes were merged into master of zkcrypto/bellman PR 22.

BELLMAN-003: Potential DoS through user-controlled length argument

Although the length value might be user-controlled, each time the loop over len executes, it calls a generic reader interface provided by
the caller (e.g. through read_g1 to R) which should fail in such a way that the loop does not execute again when no more data is
available, and so no attempt is made to address memory beyond the available values. It is the responsibility of the caller to prevent the
DoS condition within this design pattern, and that is the case in Zcash.

QED-it
QED-it have published a blog post on the work they did for us. Their official report is available from their site.

Zcash Company 
discloses 
counterfeiting 
vulnerability 
remediated in Sapling
Zcash Company discovered and safely remediated 
a counterfeiting vulnerability that was due to an 
error in the underlying math behind 
zero-knowledge proofs. The company successfully 
remediated the issue, set the standard for 
disclosure to other projects that may have been 
vulnerable, and clearly and transparently 
documented the full history and actions taken. 

“First and foremost, we’d like to thank the Zcash 
team for disclosing technical concerns regarding 
zk-SNARKs transactions from the previous 
Sprout version PHGR13 proving circuit with the 
Horizen team.

The Zcash team’s approach to responsibly 
identify, disclose, and provide technical 
consultation with other projects is a prime 
example of industry-wide collaboration and a 
model for every blockchain project.”

- Horizen
(https://blog.horizen.global/shielded-transactions-
and-zk-snarks/ )

“A lot of people wonder why I like #Zcash despite 
the Founder's Reward. Here's a reason: that tax 
funds a quality team that catches and kills serious 
bugs in-house, before they get exploited. Some 
other projects learn about bugs like this only 
AFTER people have lost money.”

- Edward Snowden via Twitter

The details of the disclosure were reported in 
Fortune Magazine.

02.05

03.20: Binance announces full set of 
trading pairs

03.26: Speaking: Zcash Tokyo Meetup

Press coverage: Cointelegraph, 
Token Economist

Coinbase Earn
campaign results
released
We worked with the Coinbase team to develop 
over seven minutes of educational content. That 
content was viewed over 500,000 times and 
included more than 117,000 unique Coinbase 
users. Coinbase also calculated a 30-day NPS of 
83 for Zcash – which is higher than Apple.

05.20

ECC launches new 
brand and website 
and separates from 
Z.cash
We announced the rollout of our new domain and a 
fresh company brand in keeping with the promise 
we made when the company name change was 
announced . Our goal was to provide additional 
clarity about the difference between the Electric 
Coin Company and Zcash, the cryptocurrency.

The new site, ElectricCoin.Co, includes company 
and team information and the company-
maintained blog. ECC continues to maintain and 
evolve https://Z.cash to host information about the 
Zcash ecosystem that is not specific to the 
company — such as protocol announcements, 
regulatory resources, security information, 
educational guides and more.

05.31

ECC announces that we’re “ All in on ZEC ”

ECC announces that we’re “All in on ZEC”
ECC is all in on ZEC.

With company funding set to expire in about 16 months(!), we find ourselves at a crossroads. And although all our options have 
upside, the decision was easy.

We trust the Zcash community will do the right thing with regard to funding ECC beyond 2020 (whether that thing is 
something we like or don’t like), but we can’t afford to wait. Sitting still is moving backwards.

“Let’s double down. Not shrink the team, but grow the team. Not do fewer things, but do more things. Because this is the 
moment to try to push Zcash further and faster in the hopes that this will work out.” - Zooko Wilcox

07.15

06.04: ECC Company Newsletter

06.04: Speaking: Zooko on Off the Chain podcast

06.06: ECC Company Q2 Livestream

06.22: Speaking: Zcon1

06.28: Speaking: Rome Blockchain Week

Click here for a full list of the massive performance 
improvements with Sapling

03.28: First ECC Livestream update

https://electriccoin.co/blog/helloworld/
https://electriccoin.co/blog/new-alpha-release-libzcash/
https://electriccoin.co/blog/zcash-website-now-in-english-and-chinese/
https://electriccoin.co/blog/auditing-zcash/
https://electriccoin.co/blog/announcing-beta-series/
https://z.cash/technology/paramgen
https://electriccoin.co/blog/audit-results/
https://electriccoin.co/blog/zcash-begins/
https://electriccoin.co/blog/third-party-support/
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